
Run #1175 / March 10th  2022 
Hare: Whore Slayer  
Start: Old Co op downtown                
On On: Murph’s 
Scribe: Lady Ms Dazey 

Interesting fact, March 10th is the 69th day of the year! And everyone knows that 69 is the 
symbol of the Yin and Yang, which symbolizes something spiritual I think, not really sure,  I 
missed that  Sunday school class.
On On
Whore Slayer

Obviously we know what was on the mind of our hare Whore Slayer.  

As the walking co-hare, I was given a map to lead the walking pack (small though it 
was) astray. At the circle up instructions were shown with some interesting new 
check marks, and off we went following an arrow (they never lie!) Turning the map 
over and over I realized the trail was laid in the figure of 69. 

Cleats were the dress code of the day as the pack slipped and slid to find trail. The 
running pack passed the walkers again and again, going the opposite way, around and 
around until we finally met up on a bridge with the runners checking for trail in all 
directions.  

WLB to the rescue, as he found the DHD (Down Here Dummies) check below the 
bridge on the frozen creek. We pondered the mystery of how it got there, as no visible 
footprints could be seen. On-On was called, and the runners followed the hare down 
the bank and onto the ice. TNT tried it but preferred solid snow and kept to the bank. 
Myself, not wanting to risk injury to our very own Mr 69 and being a good hare, I led 
DKD & Wee through the icy trails with the echo of Wankers by the hare, (a little upset 
with me for not taking the Walkers/Wankers on the ice), becoming more distant as 
they disappeared into the creek bed, we followed the map, and finally the FRB’s 
caught up. We regrouped around a very big circle up sign, and in the midst of the 
arrival of worshippers at the local Church, we did tried to recruit new hashers, but 
with no cleats they weren’t dressed for the part. The runners checked for markings, 
and finally trail was located in the depths of Waskasoo, and the runners took off. 
Following our very own 69 map the walkers (wankers) were FRB’s for a short while 
only to be overtaken by Boner and Curb who a little way down the trail were stopped 
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by the BFF (Beer Fucking Far) check! WTF was mentioned a few times while Crash, 
Slippery and TNT disappeared down an animal trail into the woods. Curb and Boner  
finally called “On-On” at the creek bed.  This time TNT braved the ice as the pack 
made their way back along the creek to the nearest bridge and again, a huge check.  

Finally, trail was found after much consternation that they had checked this way and 
that before (now we know why the hare was carrying a bottle of pink flour on the 
run), but truthfully it lead us to the Hash Hold. A local parishioner had parked over 
the HHH sign but we all dutifully followed our hare to his car which was loaded with 
goodies, including a 2019 Beer calendar! Crash had a job getting it out but finally 
ripped open the package. There were tails of pickle ball, whales, fishing, vacations, 
boats, summer music festivals and a general happy anticipation of sunnier times and 
daylight non hazardous hash runs. 

The 2019 Beer calendar contained some great beer and with the risk of freezing, we 
all headed back to the circle up where punishments were handed out. Wee for being 
Wee; hares for doing an amazing job; Crash, Slippery, Curb, TNT, and DKD just for 
being there, and due to the freezing conditions, some hashers actually refused 
punishment drinks!!! Now that should have been a punishment in itself!! 

A great run and there was more fun to be had at the On On at Murph’s! 

A couple of Monthfull of Hares 

Run #1176 
March 24th  
Hare: DKD 
Run Start; Mohave Grill Parking Lot 
Pre-Lube, On On: Mohave Grill 

Run #1177 - April 7th 	 - Curb Crawler 
Run# 1178 - April 21st 	 - TNT & Prickley 
Run # 1177 - May 5th  	 - Sir Mobeys 
Run # 1178 - May 19th	 - Slippery 
Run # 1179 - June 2nd 	 - Capt. Piss up 
Run # 1180 - June 16th  	 - Wee 


